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The matriarch dominates these award-
winning stories in Lisa Blower’s debut 
collection. From the wise, witty and 
outspoken Nan of Broken Crockery, who 
has lived and worked in Stoke-on-Trent 
for all of her 92 years, to happy hooker 
Ruthie in The Land of Make Believe and 
sleep-deprived Laura in The Trees in the 
Wood, she appears in many shapes and 
forms, and always with a stoicism that 
is hard to break down. Who remembers 
holidays in Barmouth and what’s the 
secret of Featherbed Lane? Lisa Blower 
won The Guardian’s National Short Sto-
ry competition in 2009, was shortlisted 
for the BBC National Short Story Award 
in 2013. The stories are all set in Stoke, 
and the book is good holiday reading.

                                                               £8.99
                                                    Paperback
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The speaker at Congleton Dane 
Probus Club on Monday at the 
Lion and Swan Hotel is Dr Peter 
Roberts.

Dr Roberts is a retired 
professor of engineering geology 
and an industrial consultant. He 
has a  rst in geology, a master’s 
in mining and tunnelling and a 
doctorate in civil engineering. He 
has published numerous papers 
and textbooks and lectured in 
many countries. In retirement he 
has started his own publishing 
business and written numerous 
textbooks and language books as 
well as  ction under the nom de 
plume of Richard Royal.

The talk will be titled Global 
Catastrophes and is about eight 
different global catastrophes that 
will “inevitably” happen. Two 
will wipe out the whole of life 
on the planet, some will wipe out 
humanity but leave residual life, 
while others will simply wipe out 
civilisation.

In his talk, he raises the point 
that if we were to be reduced to a 
primate state of life (cave dwellers 
or similar) then there would be no 
rebuilding of our technological 
civilisation, because all of the 
accessible raw materials would 
have already been accessed and 
used.

An organiser said: “This is a 
well-received lecture, with some 
very interesting slides and 
containing information that few 
people will know about and is 
really fascinating.”

Probus clubs are local to towns 
and districts and are made up of 
retired business and professional 
people. They are 
non-denominational and the name 
derives from the  rst three letters 
from the words professional and 
business.

Members meet once a month 
to listen to an invited speaker, 
followed by lunch at the Lion and 
Swan hotel, Congleton, for those 
who wish to stay. During the year 
many other activities are arranged, 
such as visits to places of interest 
(television studios, factory sites, 
museums etc), days out at the 
races, sports events ranging from 
snooker (regularly) to 10-pin 
bowling, canal boat cruises, 
countryside walks, club lunches 
with spouses invited and group 
holidays.

The Clause
Indie upstarts The Clause are 

to headline a run of shows 
throughout November and 
December.

The Clause are a four-piece 
from Birmingham, their sound is a 
combination of 60s swagger, 80s 
groove and a 90s attack, taking 
inspiration from the sound of 
indie and the melodies of rhythm 
and blues.

Their new single, In My 
Element, reached number one in 
the UK iTunes rock charts and 
number three in the Irish iTunes 
rock charts.

Tour dates include Saturday, 
7th December at Jimmy’s, 
Manchester, and Saturday, 21st 
December at O2 Academy, 
Birmingham.

Calva Louise
Manchester trio Calva Louise 

have unveiled a cosmos-clashing 
new video for a new song, Sleeper, 
hailed as “an absolute face melter” 
by BBC R1’s Jack Saunders.

Sleeper is the latest track to 
emerge from the band’s upcoming 
new EP Interlude of The 
Borderline Unsettled and is being 
promoted by a tour; dates include 
Sunday, 1st December at Yes, 
Manchester.

Congleton
Ramblers’ diary

Sunday
8.30am: Wem, Lee 

Brockhurst, Weston, 10 miles, 
medium, leader Ian Chippendale, 
07960 538 774.

9.30am: Rudyard, Horton, 7-8 
miles, M-, leader Stephanie 
Cooke, 07770 944 800.

Sunday, 24th November
8.30am: Bakewell, 9.5 miles, 

medium, leader Trish 
Montgomery, 07812 050 353.

1.30pm: Siddington, four 
miles, leisurely, leaders Joyce 
Rishworth, 01260 271 869 and 
Sheila Barber, 07935 487 285.

MUSIC
The Tweed Project 

(self-titled EP) 

If you like folk, you can’t go 
wrong with this near-perfect EP.

The Tweed Project date back to 
2015 when guitarist Greg Russell 
and  ddler Ciaran Algar joined 
forces with piper and whistle player 
Ali Levack, vocal-guitar duo Josie 
Duncan and Pablo Lafuente, and 
percussionist Evan Carson. All 
members seem to have been Radio 
Two folk award winners or 
thereabouts.

It’s decidedly Gaelic in tone; it 
put us in mind of a trip to Shetland 
and hunting down good musicians 
and music (we were playing one 
CD as the artist guided us onto the 
ferry between islands, his day job). 
It was all well played traditional 
folk that didn’t sound dated and was 
reminiscent of bonnie lasses (or lads) 
running through the heather, giving 
the listener a warm glow. This is 
the same; you can’t say a bad thing 
about it.

The tracks are mostly covers, 
opening with Devil in the Dust 
(Ed Pickford), the upbeat and rather 
joyous sound —  ddles, pipes 
whistles — belying a grim tale of 
a miner facing the consequences of 
a life spent in coal dust. Duncan’s 
voice is perfect and the tune is driven 
along by the bodhrán, with a nice 
pipe solo in the middle.

Two traditional tracks follow, The 
Bleacher Lassie, which slows things 
down, followed by B’fhearr Leam 
Fhin, both showcasing Duncan’s 
vocals. The latter is a standout, 
starting off with melli uous vocals 
(in Gaelic) and acoustic guitar before 
the band jumps in and ups the 
tempo. Both Sides The Tweed, a Dick 
Gaughan song, takes in the Scottish 
referendum and the 1707 Act of 
Union. There are some originals, 
too, which stand up well against the 
covers. A must-have for fans of trad/
pop folk.

JMC 

Jacques Offenbach
 Le Royaume de Neptune 

This new CD from the Deutsches 
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
conducted by Howard Grif ths, is 
basically a walking (well, spinning) 
advert for classical music.

If you want to start listening to 
orchestral music but don’t know 
where to begin and feel intimidated, 
this is for you: you even know one 
of the sections — so good it’s in 
twice. It’s music for punters to come 
in and enjoy, not for serious men in 
beards smoking pipes to stroke their 
chins to. And if like classical music, 
it’s a joy.

The sleeve notes say Le Royaume 
de Neptune stems from Orphée 
Aux Enfers (“Orpheus In The 
Underworld”), Offenbach’s  rst 
international success. It was meant 
to be entertainment in its own right, 
but was also satire.

Orphée Aux Enfers was  rst 
performed as a two-act “opéra 
bouffon” in Paris in 1858. Offenbach 
had worked as musical director of 
the Comédie-Française in the early 
1850s and swore revenge for the 
boredom he suffered doing po-faced 
plays featuring mythical heroes and 
gods of Olympus.

The opera was a lampoon of 
the ancient legend of Orpheus and 
Eurydice. In this version Orpheus 
is not the son of Apollo but a 
rustic violin teacher. He is glad 
to be rid of his wife, Eurydice, 
when she is abducted by the god of 
the underworld. Orpheus has to be 
bullied by public opinion into trying 
to rescue Eurydice.

The conduct of the gods of 
Olympus was also seen as a satire 
of the court and government of 
Napoleon III. Offenbach, who 
needed cash to fund his lavish 
production, did what any self-
respecting artist does today when 
facing controversy: he milked it, to 
get more bums on seats. It was so 
successful he kept adding new bits.

It initially ran for 228 
performances, at a time when a run of 
100 nights was considered a success, 
closing only because the actors were 
knackered.

In 1874 Offenbach expanded the 

piece, doubling the length of the 
score and adding ballets illustrating 
the kingdom of Neptune; operetta-
research-center.org says this was 
basically an early version of 
Aquaman, just without Jason Momoa 
and Nicole Kidman.

As well as satire, it’s a lively 
and energetic piece and Offenbach 
cashed in by adding a cheeky dance 
— the can-can; indeed it’s THE can-
can music and it’s in twice. The 
nautical nature of the piece and the 
fact that the stage was supposed to be 
the sea (and was  ooded at least once 
during a show) meant the actresses 
could wear bathing costumes; we’re 
sure it was the satire on the Napoleon 
and not the bathing costumes and 
high-kicking dancers that brought in 
the crowds.

The show was performed more 
than a thousand times and, as with 
an successful show today, roped in 
cameos, including courtesan Cora 
Pearl “whose main qualities were 
not of a vocal nature,” comment the 
sleeve notes. The CD is a joy. Out 
now CPO 555301-2.

JMC 

Mãe da Lua 
Kalibé

Kalibé, say the sleeve notes, is an 
imaginary musical world where all 
cultures come together in harmony. 
The  rst song opens with “O universe 
in everyone” so it’s full-on hippy/
new age; this is an album calling 
for shared existence and being in 
harmony with nature, and it’s got a 
peaceful and organic sound.

Spanish musician Matteo 

Crugnola met Brazilian Mae da Lua 
while she was busking in Spain, with 
so many instruments she couldn’t 
carry them. While playing, she’d 
encourage passers-by to pick up 
an instrument and join in; as well 
being gentle, the album retains that 
homemade, DIY feel. It’s charming.

Opener Universe is perhaps the 
weakest song, just vocals and guitar. 
Track three Punu-Punu is similar but 
better, with a hypnotic quality; much 
of the album is hypnotic.

Indignawa, as its name suggests, 
incorporates gnawa — a style of 
Moroccan/African Islamic spiritual 
music — but then incorporates  ute 
and instrumentation that is less 
than common in gnawa. Elsewhere, 
Pocao Musistica reminded us of 
Buena Vista Social Club’s Chan; 
Aldeia has Australian leanings 
courtesy of what sounds like a 
didgeridoo but isn’t. Agua is bluesy, 
with added gypsy folk /  ddle. It’s 
all easy on the ear — lightweight is a 
little harsh, though — with Xamando 
the closest it gets to earthy.

The sound reminds us of French/
Spanish Latin Afrobeat musician 
Manu Chao, who is in uenced by 
music from punk to French chanson 
and from African music to the 
 amenco. Maybe a little gentle for 
the purist, but enjoyable. This is out 
on Naxos World, NXW76113-2.

JMC 

Biscuit Head and The 
Biscuit Badgers 
Thought Porridge

Perennial favourites at Rode Hall’s 
Just so Festival, the Biscuit Badgers 
are so endearingly eccentric in a 
very British way that they should 
be on postage stamps. The music 
is well crafted and arranged but 
fundamentally daft, with an array of 
instruments that could be serious but 
are intrinsically comical in the hands 

Off With Their Heads
Be Good

We’ve been enjoying this quality 
punky rock album but can see it’s more 
solid than inspired; solid in all senses, as 
this is not quiet. The vocals are similar 
to the beer-and-fags-infused sound of 
Craig Finn from The Hold Steady, and 
the sound is the melodic raucousness 
of bands like them or Gaslight Anthem, 
albeit punkier.

It opens with Disappear, initially 
vocals and gentle strummed guitar and 
it could go any way: Magnetic Fields 
thoughtful or sudden screamed metal. 
Instead it’s a noisy but warm and melodic 
sound, vocals and drums (new drummer 
Kyle Manning must have pleased his 
new band with this job of work) to the 
fore. The tempo is steady but the guitars 
are loud and singer Ryan Young’s vocals 
gradually get shoutier while staying 
melodic.

Track two, the title track, like many 
tracks, comes in with hardly a second’s 
pause. Young produced and clearly wants 
to keep the pressure up. Be Good sees 
Manning again more than earning his 
crust.

The lyrics are a bit Springsteen, and 
seem to be mainly about people in less-
than-ideal situations, with the realisation 
that life is short and they need to move 
on; Craig Finn seems to go more for 
people in problems of their own making 
but Young is more about the times when 
life just sucks. It’s a little unvarying but 
fans of bands like The Hold Steady or 
even Dillinger Escape Plan should give it 
a listen.

Gazel 
Gazel’s Book of Souls

If you’re going to give your album 
a title like this, it had better be good, 
particularly when it’s a concept album 
— Gazel, seeking the cause of a  re 
that destroyed her village, encounters 
a variety of “souls” who dwell in the 
collective unconscious; if it’s some 
nonsensical new age cobblers, people 
will just laugh, or not buy it in their 
droves. And it’s her debut, too. Talk 
about eggs in one basket.

Amazingly, she pulls it off. It’s 
possibly not going down as a classic 
(though we thought Snow Patrol’s Last 
Straw was merely average, and look 
how  nely judged that opinion was) 
but it’s enjoyable and, as an folk/indie 
record, could hit cult status.

It kicks off with The Forest, lots 
of eastern-sounding instrumentation and 
vocals to give the feel — quite 
successfully — of marching through a 
jungle towards a destination (possibly a 
burning village). Pointing At The Moon 
and its electronic opening tempers the 
eastern feel with an electronic beat but 
the vocals are standard western pop 
(with the nasally sound of Kim Wilde). 
Our benchmark for knockout debuts is 
Martin Grech’s Open Heart Zoo (2002); 
this is not that but it’s pretty good 
and multi-instrumentalist Gazel is far 
more Mike Old eld than a simple indie 
singer. 

The basic sound is an electronic beat 
with varying degrees of world folk, from 
Middle East to Ireland to Jamaica (kettle 
drums). And for all the wandering sage 
after wisdom, “mythological structures 
of the unconscious mind” and in uences 
of global music, it’s basically a clever 
pop album that’s nicely made and 
pleasant to listen to. There are several 
stand-outs, including the Pet Shop Boys 
in uenced You’re Not Funny, the folky 
Half Humming and the hypnotic title 
track. Well worth a listen, and a bit 
different.

JMC

of the Badgers; the lyrics are works
of genius. A child genius, maybe, but
genius nonetheless.

They are observations on life made
by someone who spends longer than
most of us observing life. Terrible And
Edible is about living in the land of
giant vegetables (“Who knew that the
celery is violent? / Peas are stealthy
and silent / Beans, well they are broad
and they will crush you.”

Model Railway re ects on model
railways and how everything is perfect
in their world, except “If a  y should
land there would be a fuss / It would
be the size of a hippopotamus”.

Then there are the scienti c songs.
Venus Fly Trap is not amusing in
any way, other than being a scienti c
description of the plant set to song.
Sample lyrics: “An insect attracted
to the trap / By nectar secreted /
Along the inside edge of the lobes…”
and who knew the lifespan of any
individual trap “is usually limited to
three closures.” The chorus — of
course — is “Venus  y trap / Venus
 y trap.” Then there is speculation on
who invented the tube, the bene ts of
sending a bison as a Valentine’s Day
gift and our favourite of all, Mournful
Colouring Book. We guess this would
go over the heads of most children but
it’s an inspired idea: faced with shelves
of adult colouring books meant to
relieve stress, Badgers imagine a dark
version “Colouring a crow pecking
at a dead nun/ A penguin with no
friends” or “A child in a hole / With
a burst balloon” (simply in a hole not
being enough) or a lawnmower killing
a well-loved pet. Obviously this book
comes with one felt pen, black.

Being realistic, this album is for
people who have seen the band live
or are going to see them live but
the world is better for it. Out on the
Crabophone label, Crab 04.

JMC
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The matriarch dominates these award-
winning stories in Lisa Blower’s debut 
collection. From the wise, witty and 
outspoken Nan of Broken Crockery, who 
has lived and worked in Stoke-on-Trent 
for all of her 92 years, to happy hooker 
Ruthie in The Land of Make Believe and 
sleep-deprived Laura in The Trees in the 
Wood, she appears in many shapes and 
forms, and always with a stoicism that 
is hard to break down. Who remembers 
holidays in Barmouth and what’s the 
secret of Featherbed Lane? Lisa Blower 
won The Guardian’s National Short Sto-
ry competition in 2009, was shortlisted 
for the BBC National Short Story Award 
in 2013. The stories are all set in Stoke, 
and the book is good holiday reading.
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The speaker at Congleton Dane 
Probus Club on Monday at the 
Lion and Swan Hotel is Dr Peter 
Roberts.

Dr Roberts is a retired 
professor of engineering geology 
and an industrial consultant. He 
has a  rst in geology, a master’s 
in mining and tunnelling and a 
doctorate in civil engineering. He 
has published numerous papers 
and textbooks and lectured in 
many countries. In retirement he 
has started his own publishing 
business and written numerous 
textbooks and language books as 
well as  ction under the nom de 
plume of Richard Royal.

The talk will be titled Global 
Catastrophes and is about eight 
different global catastrophes that 
will “inevitably” happen. Two 
will wipe out the whole of life 
on the planet, some will wipe out 
humanity but leave residual life, 
while others will simply wipe out 
civilisation.

In his talk, he raises the point 
that if we were to be reduced to a 
primate state of life (cave dwellers 
or similar) then there would be no 
rebuilding of our technological 
civilisation, because all of the 
accessible raw materials would 
have already been accessed and 
used.

An organiser said: “This is a 
well-received lecture, with some 
very interesting slides and 
containing information that few 
people will know about and is 
really fascinating.”

Probus clubs are local to towns 
and districts and are made up of 
retired business and professional 
people. They are 
non-denominational and the name 
derives from the  rst three letters 
from the words professional and 
business.

Members meet once a month 
to listen to an invited speaker, 
followed by lunch at the Lion and 
Swan hotel, Congleton, for those 
who wish to stay. During the year 
many other activities are arranged, 
such as visits to places of interest 
(television studios, factory sites, 
museums etc), days out at the 
races, sports events ranging from 
snooker (regularly) to 10-pin 
bowling, canal boat cruises, 
countryside walks, club lunches 
with spouses invited and group 
holidays.

The Clause
Indie upstarts The Clause are 

to headline a run of shows 
throughout November and 
December.

The Clause are a four-piece 
from Birmingham, their sound is a 
combination of 60s swagger, 80s 
groove and a 90s attack, taking 
inspiration from the sound of 
indie and the melodies of rhythm 
and blues.

Their new single, In My 
Element, reached number one in 
the UK iTunes rock charts and 
number three in the Irish iTunes 
rock charts.

Tour dates include Saturday, 
7th December at Jimmy’s, 
Manchester, and Saturday, 21st 
December at O2 Academy, 
Birmingham.

Calva Louise
Manchester trio Calva Louise 

have unveiled a cosmos-clashing 
new video for a new song, Sleeper, 
hailed as “an absolute face melter” 
by BBC R1’s Jack Saunders.

Sleeper is the latest track to 
emerge from the band’s upcoming 
new EP Interlude of The 
Borderline Unsettled and is being 
promoted by a tour; dates include 
Sunday, 1st December at Yes, 
Manchester.

Congleton
Ramblers’ diary

Sunday
8.30am: Wem, Lee 

Brockhurst, Weston, 10 miles, 
medium, leader Ian Chippendale, 
07960 538 774.

9.30am: Rudyard, Horton, 7-8 
miles, M-, leader Stephanie 
Cooke, 07770 944 800.

Sunday, 24th November
8.30am: Bakewell, 9.5 miles, 

medium, leader Trish 
Montgomery, 07812 050 353.

1.30pm: Siddington, four 
miles, leisurely, leaders Joyce 
Rishworth, 01260 271 869 and 
Sheila Barber, 07935 487 285.

MUSIC
The Tweed Project 

(self-titled EP) 

If you like folk, you can’t go 
wrong with this near-perfect EP.

The Tweed Project date back to 
2015 when guitarist Greg Russell 
and  ddler Ciaran Algar joined 
forces with piper and whistle player 
Ali Levack, vocal-guitar duo Josie 
Duncan and Pablo Lafuente, and 
percussionist Evan Carson. All 
members seem to have been Radio 
Two folk award winners or 
thereabouts.

It’s decidedly Gaelic in tone; it 
put us in mind of a trip to Shetland 
and hunting down good musicians 
and music (we were playing one 
CD as the artist guided us onto the 
ferry between islands, his day job). 
It was all well played traditional 
folk that didn’t sound dated and was 
reminiscent of bonnie lasses (or lads) 
running through the heather, giving 
the listener a warm glow. This is 
the same; you can’t say a bad thing 
about it.

The tracks are mostly covers, 
opening with Devil in the Dust 
(Ed Pickford), the upbeat and rather 
joyous sound —  ddles, pipes 
whistles — belying a grim tale of 
a miner facing the consequences of 
a life spent in coal dust. Duncan’s 
voice is perfect and the tune is driven 
along by the bodhrán, with a nice 
pipe solo in the middle.

Two traditional tracks follow, The 
Bleacher Lassie, which slows things 
down, followed by B’fhearr Leam 
Fhin, both showcasing Duncan’s 
vocals. The latter is a standout, 
starting off with melli uous vocals 
(in Gaelic) and acoustic guitar before 
the band jumps in and ups the 
tempo. Both Sides The Tweed, a Dick 
Gaughan song, takes in the Scottish 
referendum and the 1707 Act of 
Union. There are some originals, 
too, which stand up well against the 
covers. A must-have for fans of trad/
pop folk.

JMC 

Jacques Offenbach
 Le Royaume de Neptune 

This new CD from the Deutsches 
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
conducted by Howard Grif ths, is 
basically a walking (well, spinning) 
advert for classical music.

If you want to start listening to 
orchestral music but don’t know 
where to begin and feel intimidated, 
this is for you: you even know one 
of the sections — so good it’s in 
twice. It’s music for punters to come 
in and enjoy, not for serious men in 
beards smoking pipes to stroke their 
chins to. And if like classical music, 
it’s a joy.

The sleeve notes say Le Royaume 
de Neptune stems from Orphée 
Aux Enfers (“Orpheus In The 
Underworld”), Offenbach’s  rst 
international success. It was meant 
to be entertainment in its own right, 
but was also satire.

Orphée Aux Enfers was  rst 
performed as a two-act “opéra 
bouffon” in Paris in 1858. Offenbach 
had worked as musical director of 
the Comédie-Française in the early 
1850s and swore revenge for the 
boredom he suffered doing po-faced 
plays featuring mythical heroes and 
gods of Olympus.

The opera was a lampoon of 
the ancient legend of Orpheus and 
Eurydice. In this version Orpheus 
is not the son of Apollo but a 
rustic violin teacher. He is glad 
to be rid of his wife, Eurydice, 
when she is abducted by the god of 
the underworld. Orpheus has to be 
bullied by public opinion into trying 
to rescue Eurydice.

The conduct of the gods of 
Olympus was also seen as a satire 
of the court and government of 
Napoleon III. Offenbach, who 
needed cash to fund his lavish 
production, did what any self-
respecting artist does today when 
facing controversy: he milked it, to 
get more bums on seats. It was so 
successful he kept adding new bits.

It initially ran for 228 
performances, at a time when a run of 
100 nights was considered a success, 
closing only because the actors were 
knackered.

In 1874 Offenbach expanded the 

piece, doubling the length of the 
score and adding ballets illustrating 
the kingdom of Neptune; operetta-
research-center.org says this was 
basically an early version of 
Aquaman, just without Jason Momoa 
and Nicole Kidman.

As well as satire, it’s a lively 
and energetic piece and Offenbach 
cashed in by adding a cheeky dance 
— the can-can; indeed it’s THE can-
can music and it’s in twice. The 
nautical nature of the piece and the 
fact that the stage was supposed to be 
the sea (and was  ooded at least once 
during a show) meant the actresses 
could wear bathing costumes; we’re 
sure it was the satire on the Napoleon 
and not the bathing costumes and 
high-kicking dancers that brought in 
the crowds.

The show was performed more 
than a thousand times and, as with 
an successful show today, roped in 
cameos, including courtesan Cora 
Pearl “whose main qualities were 
not of a vocal nature,” comment the 
sleeve notes. The CD is a joy. Out 
now CPO 555301-2.

JMC 

Mãe da Lua 
Kalibé

Kalibé, say the sleeve notes, is an 
imaginary musical world where all 
cultures come together in harmony. 
The  rst song opens with “O universe 
in everyone” so it’s full-on hippy/
new age; this is an album calling 
for shared existence and being in 
harmony with nature, and it’s got a 
peaceful and organic sound.

Spanish musician Matteo 

Crugnola met Brazilian Mae da Lua 
while she was busking in Spain, with 
so many instruments she couldn’t 
carry them. While playing, she’d 
encourage passers-by to pick up 
an instrument and join in; as well 
being gentle, the album retains that 
homemade, DIY feel. It’s charming.

Opener Universe is perhaps the 
weakest song, just vocals and guitar. 
Track three Punu-Punu is similar but 
better, with a hypnotic quality; much 
of the album is hypnotic.

Indignawa, as its name suggests, 
incorporates gnawa — a style of 
Moroccan/African Islamic spiritual 
music — but then incorporates  ute 
and instrumentation that is less 
than common in gnawa. Elsewhere, 
Pocao Musistica reminded us of 
Buena Vista Social Club’s Chan; 
Aldeia has Australian leanings 
courtesy of what sounds like a 
didgeridoo but isn’t. Agua is bluesy, 
with added gypsy folk /  ddle. It’s 
all easy on the ear — lightweight is a 
little harsh, though — with Xamando 
the closest it gets to earthy.

The sound reminds us of French/
Spanish Latin Afrobeat musician 
Manu Chao, who is in uenced by 
music from punk to French chanson 
and from African music to the 
 amenco. Maybe a little gentle for 
the purist, but enjoyable. This is out 
on Naxos World, NXW76113-2.

JMC 

Biscuit Head and The 
Biscuit Badgers 
Thought Porridge

Perennial favourites at Rode Hall’s 
Just so Festival, the Biscuit Badgers 
are so endearingly eccentric in a 
very British way that they should 
be on postage stamps. The music 
is well crafted and arranged but 
fundamentally daft, with an array of 
instruments that could be serious but 
are intrinsically comical in the hands 

Off With Their Heads
Be Good

We’ve been enjoying this quality 
punky rock album but can see it’s more 
solid than inspired; solid in all senses, as 
this is not quiet. The vocals are similar 
to the beer-and-fags-infused sound of 
Craig Finn from The Hold Steady, and 
the sound is the melodic raucousness 
of bands like them or Gaslight Anthem, 
albeit punkier.

It opens with Disappear, initially 
vocals and gentle strummed guitar and 
it could go any way: Magnetic Fields 
thoughtful or sudden screamed metal. 
Instead it’s a noisy but warm and melodic 
sound, vocals and drums (new drummer 
Kyle Manning must have pleased his 
new band with this job of work) to the 
fore. The tempo is steady but the guitars 
are loud and singer Ryan Young’s vocals 
gradually get shoutier while staying 
melodic.

Track two, the title track, like many 
tracks, comes in with hardly a second’s 
pause. Young produced and clearly wants 
to keep the pressure up. Be Good sees 
Manning again more than earning his 
crust.

The lyrics are a bit Springsteen, and 
seem to be mainly about people in less-
than-ideal situations, with the realisation 
that life is short and they need to move 
on; Craig Finn seems to go more for 
people in problems of their own making 
but Young is more about the times when 
life just sucks. It’s a little unvarying but 
fans of bands like The Hold Steady or 
even Dillinger Escape Plan should give it 
a listen.

Gazel 
Gazel’s Book of Souls

If you’re going to give your album 
a title like this, it had better be good, 
particularly when it’s a concept album 
— Gazel, seeking the cause of a  re 
that destroyed her village, encounters 
a variety of “souls” who dwell in the 
collective unconscious; if it’s some 
nonsensical new age cobblers, people 
will just laugh, or not buy it in their 
droves. And it’s her debut, too. Talk 
about eggs in one basket.

Amazingly, she pulls it off. It’s 
possibly not going down as a classic 
(though we thought Snow Patrol’s Last 
Straw was merely average, and look 
how  nely judged that opinion was) 
but it’s enjoyable and, as an folk/indie 
record, could hit cult status.

It kicks off with The Forest, lots 
of eastern-sounding instrumentation and 
vocals to give the feel — quite 
successfully — of marching through a 
jungle towards a destination (possibly a 
burning village). Pointing At The Moon 
and its electronic opening tempers the 
eastern feel with an electronic beat but 
the vocals are standard western pop 
(with the nasally sound of Kim Wilde). 
Our benchmark for knockout debuts is 
Martin Grech’s Open Heart Zoo (2002); 
this is not that but it’s pretty good 
and multi-instrumentalist Gazel is far 
more Mike Old eld than a simple indie 
singer. 

The basic sound is an electronic beat 
with varying degrees of world folk, from 
Middle East to Ireland to Jamaica (kettle 
drums). And for all the wandering sage 
after wisdom, “mythological structures 
of the unconscious mind” and in uences 
of global music, it’s basically a clever 
pop album that’s nicely made and 
pleasant to listen to. There are several 
stand-outs, including the Pet Shop Boys 
in uenced You’re Not Funny, the folky 
Half Humming and the hypnotic title 
track. Well worth a listen, and a bit 
different.

JMC

of the Badgers; the lyrics are works
of genius. A child genius, maybe, but
genius nonetheless.

They are observations on life made
by someone who spends longer than
most of us observing life. Terrible And
Edible is about living in the land of
giant vegetables (“Who knew that the
celery is violent? / Peas are stealthy
and silent / Beans, well they are broad
and they will crush you.”

Model Railway re ects on model
railways and how everything is perfect
in their world, except “If a  y should
land there would be a fuss / It would
be the size of a hippopotamus”.

Then there are the scienti c songs.
Venus Fly Trap is not amusing in
any way, other than being a scienti c
description of the plant set to song.
Sample lyrics: “An insect attracted
to the trap / By nectar secreted /
Along the inside edge of the lobes…”
and who knew the lifespan of any
individual trap “is usually limited to
three closures.” The chorus — of
course — is “Venus  y trap / Venus
 y trap.” Then there is speculation on
who invented the tube, the bene ts of
sending a bison as a Valentine’s Day
gift and our favourite of all, Mournful
Colouring Book. We guess this would
go over the heads of most children but
it’s an inspired idea: faced with shelves
of adult colouring books meant to
relieve stress, Badgers imagine a dark
version “Colouring a crow pecking
at a dead nun/ A penguin with no
friends” or “A child in a hole / With
a burst balloon” (simply in a hole not
being enough) or a lawnmower killing
a well-loved pet. Obviously this book
comes with one felt pen, black.

Being realistic, this album is for
people who have seen the band live
or are going to see them live but
the world is better for it. Out on the
Crabophone label, Crab 04.
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The matriarch dominates these award-
winning stories in Lisa Blower’s debut 
collection. From the wise, witty and 
outspoken Nan of Broken Crockery, who 
has lived and worked in Stoke-on-Trent 
for all of her 92 years, to happy hooker 
Ruthie in The Land of Make Believe and 
sleep-deprived Laura in The Trees in the 
Wood, she appears in many shapes and 
forms, and always with a stoicism that 
is hard to break down. Who remembers 
holidays in Barmouth and what’s the 
secret of Featherbed Lane? Lisa Blower 
won The Guardian’s National Short Sto-
ry competition in 2009, was shortlisted 
for the BBC National Short Story Award 
in 2013. The stories are all set in Stoke, 
and the book is good holiday reading.

                                                               £8.99
                                                    Paperback
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The speaker at Congleton Dane 
Probus Club on Monday at the 
Lion and Swan Hotel is Dr Peter 
Roberts.

Dr Roberts is a retired 
professor of engineering geology 
and an industrial consultant. He 
has a  rst in geology, a master’s 
in mining and tunnelling and a 
doctorate in civil engineering. He 
has published numerous papers 
and textbooks and lectured in 
many countries. In retirement he 
has started his own publishing 
business and written numerous 
textbooks and language books as 
well as  ction under the nom de 
plume of Richard Royal.

The talk will be titled Global 
Catastrophes and is about eight 
different global catastrophes that 
will “inevitably” happen. Two 
will wipe out the whole of life 
on the planet, some will wipe out 
humanity but leave residual life, 
while others will simply wipe out 
civilisation.

In his talk, he raises the point 
that if we were to be reduced to a 
primate state of life (cave dwellers 
or similar) then there would be no 
rebuilding of our technological 
civilisation, because all of the 
accessible raw materials would 
have already been accessed and 
used.

An organiser said: “This is a 
well-received lecture, with some 
very interesting slides and 
containing information that few 
people will know about and is 
really fascinating.”

Probus clubs are local to towns 
and districts and are made up of 
retired business and professional 
people. They are 
non-denominational and the name 
derives from the  rst three letters 
from the words professional and 
business.

Members meet once a month 
to listen to an invited speaker, 
followed by lunch at the Lion and 
Swan hotel, Congleton, for those 
who wish to stay. During the year 
many other activities are arranged, 
such as visits to places of interest 
(television studios, factory sites, 
museums etc), days out at the 
races, sports events ranging from 
snooker (regularly) to 10-pin 
bowling, canal boat cruises, 
countryside walks, club lunches 
with spouses invited and group 
holidays.

The Clause
Indie upstarts The Clause are 

to headline a run of shows 
throughout November and 
December.

The Clause are a four-piece 
from Birmingham, their sound is a 
combination of 60s swagger, 80s 
groove and a 90s attack, taking 
inspiration from the sound of 
indie and the melodies of rhythm 
and blues.

Their new single, In My 
Element, reached number one in 
the UK iTunes rock charts and 
number three in the Irish iTunes 
rock charts.

Tour dates include Saturday, 
7th December at Jimmy’s, 
Manchester, and Saturday, 21st 
December at O2 Academy, 
Birmingham.

Calva Louise
Manchester trio Calva Louise 

have unveiled a cosmos-clashing 
new video for a new song, Sleeper, 
hailed as “an absolute face melter” 
by BBC R1’s Jack Saunders.

Sleeper is the latest track to 
emerge from the band’s upcoming 
new EP Interlude of The 
Borderline Unsettled and is being 
promoted by a tour; dates include 
Sunday, 1st December at Yes, 
Manchester.

Congleton
Ramblers’ diary

Sunday
8.30am: Wem, Lee 

Brockhurst, Weston, 10 miles, 
medium, leader Ian Chippendale, 
07960 538 774.

9.30am: Rudyard, Horton, 7-8 
miles, M-, leader Stephanie 
Cooke, 07770 944 800.

Sunday, 24th November
8.30am: Bakewell, 9.5 miles, 

medium, leader Trish 
Montgomery, 07812 050 353.

1.30pm: Siddington, four 
miles, leisurely, leaders Joyce 
Rishworth, 01260 271 869 and 
Sheila Barber, 07935 487 285.

MUSIC
The Tweed Project 

(self-titled EP) 

If you like folk, you can’t go 
wrong with this near-perfect EP.

The Tweed Project date back to 
2015 when guitarist Greg Russell 
and  ddler Ciaran Algar joined 
forces with piper and whistle player 
Ali Levack, vocal-guitar duo Josie 
Duncan and Pablo Lafuente, and 
percussionist Evan Carson. All 
members seem to have been Radio 
Two folk award winners or 
thereabouts.

It’s decidedly Gaelic in tone; it 
put us in mind of a trip to Shetland 
and hunting down good musicians 
and music (we were playing one 
CD as the artist guided us onto the 
ferry between islands, his day job). 
It was all well played traditional 
folk that didn’t sound dated and was 
reminiscent of bonnie lasses (or lads) 
running through the heather, giving 
the listener a warm glow. This is 
the same; you can’t say a bad thing 
about it.

The tracks are mostly covers, 
opening with Devil in the Dust 
(Ed Pickford), the upbeat and rather 
joyous sound —  ddles, pipes 
whistles — belying a grim tale of 
a miner facing the consequences of 
a life spent in coal dust. Duncan’s 
voice is perfect and the tune is driven 
along by the bodhrán, with a nice 
pipe solo in the middle.

Two traditional tracks follow, The 
Bleacher Lassie, which slows things 
down, followed by B’fhearr Leam 
Fhin, both showcasing Duncan’s 
vocals. The latter is a standout, 
starting off with melli uous vocals 
(in Gaelic) and acoustic guitar before 
the band jumps in and ups the 
tempo. Both Sides The Tweed, a Dick 
Gaughan song, takes in the Scottish 
referendum and the 1707 Act of 
Union. There are some originals, 
too, which stand up well against the 
covers. A must-have for fans of trad/
pop folk.

JMC 

Jacques Offenbach
 Le Royaume de Neptune 

This new CD from the Deutsches 
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
conducted by Howard Grif ths, is 
basically a walking (well, spinning) 
advert for classical music.

If you want to start listening to 
orchestral music but don’t know 
where to begin and feel intimidated, 
this is for you: you even know one 
of the sections — so good it’s in 
twice. It’s music for punters to come 
in and enjoy, not for serious men in 
beards smoking pipes to stroke their 
chins to. And if like classical music, 
it’s a joy.

The sleeve notes say Le Royaume 
de Neptune stems from Orphée 
Aux Enfers (“Orpheus In The 
Underworld”), Offenbach’s  rst 
international success. It was meant 
to be entertainment in its own right, 
but was also satire.

Orphée Aux Enfers was  rst 
performed as a two-act “opéra 
bouffon” in Paris in 1858. Offenbach 
had worked as musical director of 
the Comédie-Française in the early 
1850s and swore revenge for the 
boredom he suffered doing po-faced 
plays featuring mythical heroes and 
gods of Olympus.

The opera was a lampoon of 
the ancient legend of Orpheus and 
Eurydice. In this version Orpheus 
is not the son of Apollo but a 
rustic violin teacher. He is glad 
to be rid of his wife, Eurydice, 
when she is abducted by the god of 
the underworld. Orpheus has to be 
bullied by public opinion into trying 
to rescue Eurydice.

The conduct of the gods of 
Olympus was also seen as a satire 
of the court and government of 
Napoleon III. Offenbach, who 
needed cash to fund his lavish 
production, did what any self-
respecting artist does today when 
facing controversy: he milked it, to 
get more bums on seats. It was so 
successful he kept adding new bits.

It initially ran for 228 
performances, at a time when a run of 
100 nights was considered a success, 
closing only because the actors were 
knackered.

In 1874 Offenbach expanded the 

piece, doubling the length of the 
score and adding ballets illustrating 
the kingdom of Neptune; operetta-
research-center.org says this was 
basically an early version of 
Aquaman, just without Jason Momoa 
and Nicole Kidman.

As well as satire, it’s a lively 
and energetic piece and Offenbach 
cashed in by adding a cheeky dance 
— the can-can; indeed it’s THE can-
can music and it’s in twice. The 
nautical nature of the piece and the 
fact that the stage was supposed to be 
the sea (and was  ooded at least once 
during a show) meant the actresses 
could wear bathing costumes; we’re 
sure it was the satire on the Napoleon 
and not the bathing costumes and 
high-kicking dancers that brought in 
the crowds.

The show was performed more 
than a thousand times and, as with 
an successful show today, roped in 
cameos, including courtesan Cora 
Pearl “whose main qualities were 
not of a vocal nature,” comment the 
sleeve notes. The CD is a joy. Out 
now CPO 555301-2.
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Mãe da Lua 
Kalibé

Kalibé, say the sleeve notes, is an 
imaginary musical world where all 
cultures come together in harmony. 
The  rst song opens with “O universe 
in everyone” so it’s full-on hippy/
new age; this is an album calling 
for shared existence and being in 
harmony with nature, and it’s got a 
peaceful and organic sound.

Spanish musician Matteo 

Crugnola met Brazilian Mae da Lua 
while she was busking in Spain, with 
so many instruments she couldn’t 
carry them. While playing, she’d 
encourage passers-by to pick up 
an instrument and join in; as well 
being gentle, the album retains that 
homemade, DIY feel. It’s charming.

Opener Universe is perhaps the 
weakest song, just vocals and guitar. 
Track three Punu-Punu is similar but 
better, with a hypnotic quality; much 
of the album is hypnotic.

Indignawa, as its name suggests, 
incorporates gnawa — a style of 
Moroccan/African Islamic spiritual 
music — but then incorporates  ute 
and instrumentation that is less 
than common in gnawa. Elsewhere, 
Pocao Musistica reminded us of 
Buena Vista Social Club’s Chan; 
Aldeia has Australian leanings 
courtesy of what sounds like a 
didgeridoo but isn’t. Agua is bluesy, 
with added gypsy folk /  ddle. It’s 
all easy on the ear — lightweight is a 
little harsh, though — with Xamando 
the closest it gets to earthy.

The sound reminds us of French/
Spanish Latin Afrobeat musician 
Manu Chao, who is in uenced by 
music from punk to French chanson 
and from African music to the 
 amenco. Maybe a little gentle for 
the purist, but enjoyable. This is out 
on Naxos World, NXW76113-2.

JMC 

Biscuit Head and The 
Biscuit Badgers 
Thought Porridge

Perennial favourites at Rode Hall’s 
Just so Festival, the Biscuit Badgers 
are so endearingly eccentric in a 
very British way that they should 
be on postage stamps. The music 
is well crafted and arranged but 
fundamentally daft, with an array of 
instruments that could be serious but 
are intrinsically comical in the hands 

Off With Their Heads
Be Good

We’ve been enjoying this quality 
punky rock album but can see it’s more 
solid than inspired; solid in all senses, as 
this is not quiet. The vocals are similar 
to the beer-and-fags-infused sound of 
Craig Finn from The Hold Steady, and 
the sound is the melodic raucousness 
of bands like them or Gaslight Anthem, 
albeit punkier.

It opens with Disappear, initially 
vocals and gentle strummed guitar and 
it could go any way: Magnetic Fields 
thoughtful or sudden screamed metal. 
Instead it’s a noisy but warm and melodic 
sound, vocals and drums (new drummer 
Kyle Manning must have pleased his 
new band with this job of work) to the 
fore. The tempo is steady but the guitars 
are loud and singer Ryan Young’s vocals 
gradually get shoutier while staying 
melodic.

Track two, the title track, like many 
tracks, comes in with hardly a second’s 
pause. Young produced and clearly wants 
to keep the pressure up. Be Good sees 
Manning again more than earning his 
crust.

The lyrics are a bit Springsteen, and 
seem to be mainly about people in less-
than-ideal situations, with the realisation 
that life is short and they need to move 
on; Craig Finn seems to go more for 
people in problems of their own making 
but Young is more about the times when 
life just sucks. It’s a little unvarying but 
fans of bands like The Hold Steady or 
even Dillinger Escape Plan should give it 
a listen.

Gazel 
Gazel’s Book of Souls

If you’re going to give your album 
a title like this, it had better be good, 
particularly when it’s a concept album 
— Gazel, seeking the cause of a  re 
that destroyed her village, encounters 
a variety of “souls” who dwell in the 
collective unconscious; if it’s some 
nonsensical new age cobblers, people 
will just laugh, or not buy it in their 
droves. And it’s her debut, too. Talk 
about eggs in one basket.

Amazingly, she pulls it off. It’s 
possibly not going down as a classic 
(though we thought Snow Patrol’s Last 
Straw was merely average, and look 
how  nely judged that opinion was) 
but it’s enjoyable and, as an folk/indie 
record, could hit cult status.

It kicks off with The Forest, lots 
of eastern-sounding instrumentation and 
vocals to give the feel — quite 
successfully — of marching through a 
jungle towards a destination (possibly a 
burning village). Pointing At The Moon 
and its electronic opening tempers the 
eastern feel with an electronic beat but 
the vocals are standard western pop 
(with the nasally sound of Kim Wilde). 
Our benchmark for knockout debuts is 
Martin Grech’s Open Heart Zoo (2002); 
this is not that but it’s pretty good 
and multi-instrumentalist Gazel is far 
more Mike Old eld than a simple indie 
singer. 

The basic sound is an electronic beat 
with varying degrees of world folk, from 
Middle East to Ireland to Jamaica (kettle 
drums). And for all the wandering sage 
after wisdom, “mythological structures 
of the unconscious mind” and in uences 
of global music, it’s basically a clever 
pop album that’s nicely made and 
pleasant to listen to. There are several 
stand-outs, including the Pet Shop Boys 
in uenced You’re Not Funny, the folky 
Half Humming and the hypnotic title 
track. Well worth a listen, and a bit 
different.

JMC

of the Badgers; the lyrics are works
of genius. A child genius, maybe, but
genius nonetheless.

They are observations on life made
by someone who spends longer than
most of us observing life. Terrible And
Edible is about living in the land of
giant vegetables (“Who knew that the
celery is violent? / Peas are stealthy
and silent / Beans, well they are broad
and they will crush you.”

Model Railway re ects on model
railways and how everything is perfect
in their world, except “If a  y should
land there would be a fuss / It would
be the size of a hippopotamus”.

Then there are the scienti c songs.
Venus Fly Trap is not amusing in
any way, other than being a scienti c
description of the plant set to song.
Sample lyrics: “An insect attracted
to the trap / By nectar secreted /
Along the inside edge of the lobes…”
and who knew the lifespan of any
individual trap “is usually limited to
three closures.” The chorus — of
course — is “Venus  y trap / Venus
 y trap.” Then there is speculation on
who invented the tube, the bene ts of
sending a bison as a Valentine’s Day
gift and our favourite of all, Mournful
Colouring Book. We guess this would
go over the heads of most children but
it’s an inspired idea: faced with shelves
of adult colouring books meant to
relieve stress, Badgers imagine a dark
version “Colouring a crow pecking
at a dead nun/ A penguin with no
friends” or “A child in a hole / With
a burst balloon” (simply in a hole not
being enough) or a lawnmower killing
a well-loved pet. Obviously this book
comes with one felt pen, black.

Being realistic, this album is for
people who have seen the band live
or are going to see them live but
the world is better for it. Out on the
Crabophone label, Crab 04.
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The matriarch dominates these award-
winning stories in Lisa Blower’s debut 
collection. From the wise, witty and 
outspoken Nan of Broken Crockery, who 
has lived and worked in Stoke-on-Trent 
for all of her 92 years, to happy hooker 
Ruthie in The Land of Make Believe and 
sleep-deprived Laura in The Trees in the 
Wood, she appears in many shapes and 
forms, and always with a stoicism that 
is hard to break down. Who remembers 
holidays in Barmouth and what’s the 
secret of Featherbed Lane? Lisa Blower 
won The Guardian’s National Short Sto-
ry competition in 2009, was shortlisted 
for the BBC National Short Story Award 
in 2013. The stories are all set in Stoke, 
and the book is good holiday reading.
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                                                    Paperback
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The speaker at Congleton Dane 
Probus Club on Monday at the 
Lion and Swan Hotel is Dr Peter 
Roberts.

Dr Roberts is a retired 
professor of engineering geology 
and an industrial consultant. He 
has a  rst in geology, a master’s 
in mining and tunnelling and a 
doctorate in civil engineering. He 
has published numerous papers 
and textbooks and lectured in 
many countries. In retirement he 
has started his own publishing 
business and written numerous 
textbooks and language books as 
well as  ction under the nom de 
plume of Richard Royal.

The talk will be titled Global 
Catastrophes and is about eight 
different global catastrophes that 
will “inevitably” happen. Two 
will wipe out the whole of life 
on the planet, some will wipe out 
humanity but leave residual life, 
while others will simply wipe out 
civilisation.

In his talk, he raises the point 
that if we were to be reduced to a 
primate state of life (cave dwellers 
or similar) then there would be no 
rebuilding of our technological 
civilisation, because all of the 
accessible raw materials would 
have already been accessed and 
used.

An organiser said: “This is a 
well-received lecture, with some 
very interesting slides and 
containing information that few 
people will know about and is 
really fascinating.”

Probus clubs are local to towns 
and districts and are made up of 
retired business and professional 
people. They are 
non-denominational and the name 
derives from the  rst three letters 
from the words professional and 
business.

Members meet once a month 
to listen to an invited speaker, 
followed by lunch at the Lion and 
Swan hotel, Congleton, for those 
who wish to stay. During the year 
many other activities are arranged, 
such as visits to places of interest 
(television studios, factory sites, 
museums etc), days out at the 
races, sports events ranging from 
snooker (regularly) to 10-pin 
bowling, canal boat cruises, 
countryside walks, club lunches 
with spouses invited and group 
holidays.

The Clause
Indie upstarts The Clause are 

to headline a run of shows 
throughout November and 
December.

The Clause are a four-piece 
from Birmingham, their sound is a 
combination of 60s swagger, 80s 
groove and a 90s attack, taking 
inspiration from the sound of 
indie and the melodies of rhythm 
and blues.

Their new single, In My 
Element, reached number one in 
the UK iTunes rock charts and 
number three in the Irish iTunes 
rock charts.

Tour dates include Saturday, 
7th December at Jimmy’s, 
Manchester, and Saturday, 21st 
December at O2 Academy, 
Birmingham.

Calva Louise
Manchester trio Calva Louise 

have unveiled a cosmos-clashing 
new video for a new song, Sleeper, 
hailed as “an absolute face melter” 
by BBC R1’s Jack Saunders.

Sleeper is the latest track to 
emerge from the band’s upcoming 
new EP Interlude of The 
Borderline Unsettled and is being 
promoted by a tour; dates include 
Sunday, 1st December at Yes, 
Manchester.

Congleton
Ramblers’ diary

Sunday
8.30am: Wem, Lee 

Brockhurst, Weston, 10 miles, 
medium, leader Ian Chippendale, 
07960 538 774.

9.30am: Rudyard, Horton, 7-8 
miles, M-, leader Stephanie 
Cooke, 07770 944 800.

Sunday, 24th November
8.30am: Bakewell, 9.5 miles, 

medium, leader Trish 
Montgomery, 07812 050 353.

1.30pm: Siddington, four 
miles, leisurely, leaders Joyce 
Rishworth, 01260 271 869 and 
Sheila Barber, 07935 487 285.

MUSIC
The Tweed Project 

(self-titled EP) 

If you like folk, you can’t go 
wrong with this near-perfect EP.

The Tweed Project date back to 
2015 when guitarist Greg Russell 
and  ddler Ciaran Algar joined 
forces with piper and whistle player 
Ali Levack, vocal-guitar duo Josie 
Duncan and Pablo Lafuente, and 
percussionist Evan Carson. All 
members seem to have been Radio 
Two folk award winners or 
thereabouts.

It’s decidedly Gaelic in tone; it 
put us in mind of a trip to Shetland 
and hunting down good musicians 
and music (we were playing one 
CD as the artist guided us onto the 
ferry between islands, his day job). 
It was all well played traditional 
folk that didn’t sound dated and was 
reminiscent of bonnie lasses (or lads) 
running through the heather, giving 
the listener a warm glow. This is 
the same; you can’t say a bad thing 
about it.

The tracks are mostly covers, 
opening with Devil in the Dust 
(Ed Pickford), the upbeat and rather 
joyous sound —  ddles, pipes 
whistles — belying a grim tale of 
a miner facing the consequences of 
a life spent in coal dust. Duncan’s 
voice is perfect and the tune is driven 
along by the bodhrán, with a nice 
pipe solo in the middle.

Two traditional tracks follow, The 
Bleacher Lassie, which slows things 
down, followed by B’fhearr Leam 
Fhin, both showcasing Duncan’s 
vocals. The latter is a standout, 
starting off with melli uous vocals 
(in Gaelic) and acoustic guitar before 
the band jumps in and ups the 
tempo. Both Sides The Tweed, a Dick 
Gaughan song, takes in the Scottish 
referendum and the 1707 Act of 
Union. There are some originals, 
too, which stand up well against the 
covers. A must-have for fans of trad/
pop folk.

JMC 

Jacques Offenbach
 Le Royaume de Neptune 

This new CD from the Deutsches 
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
conducted by Howard Grif ths, is 
basically a walking (well, spinning) 
advert for classical music.

If you want to start listening to 
orchestral music but don’t know 
where to begin and feel intimidated, 
this is for you: you even know one 
of the sections — so good it’s in 
twice. It’s music for punters to come 
in and enjoy, not for serious men in 
beards smoking pipes to stroke their 
chins to. And if like classical music, 
it’s a joy.

The sleeve notes say Le Royaume 
de Neptune stems from Orphée 
Aux Enfers (“Orpheus In The 
Underworld”), Offenbach’s  rst 
international success. It was meant 
to be entertainment in its own right, 
but was also satire.

Orphée Aux Enfers was  rst 
performed as a two-act “opéra 
bouffon” in Paris in 1858. Offenbach 
had worked as musical director of 
the Comédie-Française in the early 
1850s and swore revenge for the 
boredom he suffered doing po-faced 
plays featuring mythical heroes and 
gods of Olympus.

The opera was a lampoon of 
the ancient legend of Orpheus and 
Eurydice. In this version Orpheus 
is not the son of Apollo but a 
rustic violin teacher. He is glad 
to be rid of his wife, Eurydice, 
when she is abducted by the god of 
the underworld. Orpheus has to be 
bullied by public opinion into trying 
to rescue Eurydice.

The conduct of the gods of 
Olympus was also seen as a satire 
of the court and government of 
Napoleon III. Offenbach, who 
needed cash to fund his lavish 
production, did what any self-
respecting artist does today when 
facing controversy: he milked it, to 
get more bums on seats. It was so 
successful he kept adding new bits.

It initially ran for 228 
performances, at a time when a run of 
100 nights was considered a success, 
closing only because the actors were 
knackered.

In 1874 Offenbach expanded the 

piece, doubling the length of the 
score and adding ballets illustrating 
the kingdom of Neptune; operetta-
research-center.org says this was 
basically an early version of 
Aquaman, just without Jason Momoa 
and Nicole Kidman.

As well as satire, it’s a lively 
and energetic piece and Offenbach 
cashed in by adding a cheeky dance 
— the can-can; indeed it’s THE can-
can music and it’s in twice. The 
nautical nature of the piece and the 
fact that the stage was supposed to be 
the sea (and was  ooded at least once 
during a show) meant the actresses 
could wear bathing costumes; we’re 
sure it was the satire on the Napoleon 
and not the bathing costumes and 
high-kicking dancers that brought in 
the crowds.

The show was performed more 
than a thousand times and, as with 
an successful show today, roped in 
cameos, including courtesan Cora 
Pearl “whose main qualities were 
not of a vocal nature,” comment the 
sleeve notes. The CD is a joy. Out 
now CPO 555301-2.

JMC 

Mãe da Lua 
Kalibé

Kalibé, say the sleeve notes, is an 
imaginary musical world where all 
cultures come together in harmony. 
The  rst song opens with “O universe 
in everyone” so it’s full-on hippy/
new age; this is an album calling 
for shared existence and being in 
harmony with nature, and it’s got a 
peaceful and organic sound.

Spanish musician Matteo 

Crugnola met Brazilian Mae da Lua 
while she was busking in Spain, with 
so many instruments she couldn’t 
carry them. While playing, she’d 
encourage passers-by to pick up 
an instrument and join in; as well 
being gentle, the album retains that 
homemade, DIY feel. It’s charming.

Opener Universe is perhaps the 
weakest song, just vocals and guitar. 
Track three Punu-Punu is similar but 
better, with a hypnotic quality; much 
of the album is hypnotic.

Indignawa, as its name suggests, 
incorporates gnawa — a style of 
Moroccan/African Islamic spiritual 
music — but then incorporates  ute 
and instrumentation that is less 
than common in gnawa. Elsewhere, 
Pocao Musistica reminded us of 
Buena Vista Social Club’s Chan; 
Aldeia has Australian leanings 
courtesy of what sounds like a 
didgeridoo but isn’t. Agua is bluesy, 
with added gypsy folk /  ddle. It’s 
all easy on the ear — lightweight is a 
little harsh, though — with Xamando 
the closest it gets to earthy.

The sound reminds us of French/
Spanish Latin Afrobeat musician 
Manu Chao, who is in uenced by 
music from punk to French chanson 
and from African music to the 
 amenco. Maybe a little gentle for 
the purist, but enjoyable. This is out 
on Naxos World, NXW76113-2.

JMC 

Biscuit Head and The 
Biscuit Badgers 
Thought Porridge

Perennial favourites at Rode Hall’s 
Just so Festival, the Biscuit Badgers 
are so endearingly eccentric in a 
very British way that they should 
be on postage stamps. The music 
is well crafted and arranged but 
fundamentally daft, with an array of 
instruments that could be serious but 
are intrinsically comical in the hands 

Off With Their Heads
Be Good

We’ve been enjoying this quality 
punky rock album but can see it’s more 
solid than inspired; solid in all senses, as 
this is not quiet. The vocals are similar 
to the beer-and-fags-infused sound of 
Craig Finn from The Hold Steady, and 
the sound is the melodic raucousness 
of bands like them or Gaslight Anthem, 
albeit punkier.

It opens with Disappear, initially 
vocals and gentle strummed guitar and 
it could go any way: Magnetic Fields 
thoughtful or sudden screamed metal. 
Instead it’s a noisy but warm and melodic 
sound, vocals and drums (new drummer 
Kyle Manning must have pleased his 
new band with this job of work) to the 
fore. The tempo is steady but the guitars 
are loud and singer Ryan Young’s vocals 
gradually get shoutier while staying 
melodic.

Track two, the title track, like many 
tracks, comes in with hardly a second’s 
pause. Young produced and clearly wants 
to keep the pressure up. Be Good sees 
Manning again more than earning his 
crust.

The lyrics are a bit Springsteen, and 
seem to be mainly about people in less-
than-ideal situations, with the realisation 
that life is short and they need to move 
on; Craig Finn seems to go more for 
people in problems of their own making 
but Young is more about the times when 
life just sucks. It’s a little unvarying but 
fans of bands like The Hold Steady or 
even Dillinger Escape Plan should give it 
a listen.

Gazel 
Gazel’s Book of Souls

If you’re going to give your album 
a title like this, it had better be good, 
particularly when it’s a concept album 
— Gazel, seeking the cause of a  re 
that destroyed her village, encounters 
a variety of “souls” who dwell in the 
collective unconscious; if it’s some 
nonsensical new age cobblers, people 
will just laugh, or not buy it in their 
droves. And it’s her debut, too. Talk 
about eggs in one basket.

Amazingly, she pulls it off. It’s 
possibly not going down as a classic 
(though we thought Snow Patrol’s Last 
Straw was merely average, and look 
how  nely judged that opinion was) 
but it’s enjoyable and, as an folk/indie 
record, could hit cult status.

It kicks off with The Forest, lots 
of eastern-sounding instrumentation and 
vocals to give the feel — quite 
successfully — of marching through a 
jungle towards a destination (possibly a 
burning village). Pointing At The Moon 
and its electronic opening tempers the 
eastern feel with an electronic beat but 
the vocals are standard western pop 
(with the nasally sound of Kim Wilde). 
Our benchmark for knockout debuts is 
Martin Grech’s Open Heart Zoo (2002); 
this is not that but it’s pretty good 
and multi-instrumentalist Gazel is far 
more Mike Old eld than a simple indie 
singer. 

The basic sound is an electronic beat 
with varying degrees of world folk, from 
Middle East to Ireland to Jamaica (kettle 
drums). And for all the wandering sage 
after wisdom, “mythological structures 
of the unconscious mind” and in uences 
of global music, it’s basically a clever 
pop album that’s nicely made and 
pleasant to listen to. There are several 
stand-outs, including the Pet Shop Boys 
in uenced You’re Not Funny, the folky 
Half Humming and the hypnotic title 
track. Well worth a listen, and a bit 
different.

JMC

of the Badgers; the lyrics are works
of genius. A child genius, maybe, but
genius nonetheless.

They are observations on life made
by someone who spends longer than
most of us observing life. Terrible And
Edible is about living in the land of
giant vegetables (“Who knew that the
celery is violent? / Peas are stealthy
and silent / Beans, well they are broad
and they will crush you.”

Model Railway re ects on model
railways and how everything is perfect
in their world, except “If a  y should
land there would be a fuss / It would
be the size of a hippopotamus”.

Then there are the scienti c songs.
Venus Fly Trap is not amusing in
any way, other than being a scienti c
description of the plant set to song.
Sample lyrics: “An insect attracted
to the trap / By nectar secreted /
Along the inside edge of the lobes…”
and who knew the lifespan of any
individual trap “is usually limited to
three closures.” The chorus — of
course — is “Venus  y trap / Venus
 y trap.” Then there is speculation on
who invented the tube, the bene ts of
sending a bison as a Valentine’s Day
gift and our favourite of all, Mournful
Colouring Book. We guess this would
go over the heads of most children but
it’s an inspired idea: faced with shelves
of adult colouring books meant to
relieve stress, Badgers imagine a dark
version “Colouring a crow pecking
at a dead nun/ A penguin with no
friends” or “A child in a hole / With
a burst balloon” (simply in a hole not
being enough) or a lawnmower killing
a well-loved pet. Obviously this book
comes with one felt pen, black.

Being realistic, this album is for
people who have seen the band live
or are going to see them live but
the world is better for it. Out on the
Crabophone label, Crab 04.

JMC
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The matriarch dominates these award-
winning stories in Lisa Blower’s debut 
collection. From the wise, witty and 
outspoken Nan of Broken Crockery, who 
has lived and worked in Stoke-on-Trent 
for all of her 92 years, to happy hooker 
Ruthie in The Land of Make Believe and 
sleep-deprived Laura in The Trees in the 
Wood, she appears in many shapes and 
forms, and always with a stoicism that 
is hard to break down. Who remembers 
holidays in Barmouth and what’s the 
secret of Featherbed Lane? Lisa Blower 
won The Guardian’s National Short Sto-
ry competition in 2009, was shortlisted 
for the BBC National Short Story Award 
in 2013. The stories are all set in Stoke, 
and the book is good holiday reading.

                                                               £8.99
                                                    Paperback

 What’s on ...            what’s gone
   Reviews, views, live and on show                                       Email events to chronicleseries@aol.com  | Support your local indie paper with an advert: chronads@aol.com

The speaker at Congleton Dane 
Probus Club on Monday at the 
Lion and Swan Hotel is Dr Peter 
Roberts.

Dr Roberts is a retired 
professor of engineering geology 
and an industrial consultant. He 
has a  rst in geology, a master’s 
in mining and tunnelling and a 
doctorate in civil engineering. He 
has published numerous papers 
and textbooks and lectured in 
many countries. In retirement he 
has started his own publishing 
business and written numerous 
textbooks and language books as 
well as  ction under the nom de 
plume of Richard Royal.

The talk will be titled Global 
Catastrophes and is about eight 
different global catastrophes that 
will “inevitably” happen. Two 
will wipe out the whole of life 
on the planet, some will wipe out 
humanity but leave residual life, 
while others will simply wipe out 
civilisation.

In his talk, he raises the point 
that if we were to be reduced to a 
primate state of life (cave dwellers 
or similar) then there would be no 
rebuilding of our technological 
civilisation, because all of the 
accessible raw materials would 
have already been accessed and 
used.

An organiser said: “This is a 
well-received lecture, with some 
very interesting slides and 
containing information that few 
people will know about and is 
really fascinating.”

Probus clubs are local to towns 
and districts and are made up of 
retired business and professional 
people. They are 
non-denominational and the name 
derives from the  rst three letters 
from the words professional and 
business.

Members meet once a month 
to listen to an invited speaker, 
followed by lunch at the Lion and 
Swan hotel, Congleton, for those 
who wish to stay. During the year 
many other activities are arranged, 
such as visits to places of interest 
(television studios, factory sites, 
museums etc), days out at the 
races, sports events ranging from 
snooker (regularly) to 10-pin 
bowling, canal boat cruises, 
countryside walks, club lunches 
with spouses invited and group 
holidays.

The Clause
Indie upstarts The Clause are 

to headline a run of shows 
throughout November and 
December.

The Clause are a four-piece 
from Birmingham, their sound is a 
combination of 60s swagger, 80s 
groove and a 90s attack, taking 
inspiration from the sound of 
indie and the melodies of rhythm 
and blues.

Their new single, In My 
Element, reached number one in 
the UK iTunes rock charts and 
number three in the Irish iTunes 
rock charts.

Tour dates include Saturday, 
7th December at Jimmy’s, 
Manchester, and Saturday, 21st 
December at O2 Academy, 
Birmingham.

Calva Louise
Manchester trio Calva Louise 

have unveiled a cosmos-clashing 
new video for a new song, Sleeper, 
hailed as “an absolute face melter” 
by BBC R1’s Jack Saunders.

Sleeper is the latest track to 
emerge from the band’s upcoming 
new EP Interlude of The 
Borderline Unsettled and is being 
promoted by a tour; dates include 
Sunday, 1st December at Yes, 
Manchester.

Congleton
Ramblers’ diary

Sunday
8.30am: Wem, Lee 

Brockhurst, Weston, 10 miles, 
medium, leader Ian Chippendale, 
07960 538 774.

9.30am: Rudyard, Horton, 7-8 
miles, M-, leader Stephanie 
Cooke, 07770 944 800.

Sunday, 24th November
8.30am: Bakewell, 9.5 miles, 

medium, leader Trish 
Montgomery, 07812 050 353.

1.30pm: Siddington, four 
miles, leisurely, leaders Joyce 
Rishworth, 01260 271 869 and 
Sheila Barber, 07935 487 285.

MUSIC
The Tweed Project 

(self-titled EP) 

If you like folk, you can’t go 
wrong with this near-perfect EP.

The Tweed Project date back to 
2015 when guitarist Greg Russell 
and  ddler Ciaran Algar joined 
forces with piper and whistle player 
Ali Levack, vocal-guitar duo Josie 
Duncan and Pablo Lafuente, and 
percussionist Evan Carson. All 
members seem to have been Radio 
Two folk award winners or 
thereabouts.

It’s decidedly Gaelic in tone; it 
put us in mind of a trip to Shetland 
and hunting down good musicians 
and music (we were playing one 
CD as the artist guided us onto the 
ferry between islands, his day job). 
It was all well played traditional 
folk that didn’t sound dated and was 
reminiscent of bonnie lasses (or lads) 
running through the heather, giving 
the listener a warm glow. This is 
the same; you can’t say a bad thing 
about it.

The tracks are mostly covers, 
opening with Devil in the Dust 
(Ed Pickford), the upbeat and rather 
joyous sound —  ddles, pipes 
whistles — belying a grim tale of 
a miner facing the consequences of 
a life spent in coal dust. Duncan’s 
voice is perfect and the tune is driven 
along by the bodhrán, with a nice 
pipe solo in the middle.

Two traditional tracks follow, The 
Bleacher Lassie, which slows things 
down, followed by B’fhearr Leam 
Fhin, both showcasing Duncan’s 
vocals. The latter is a standout, 
starting off with melli uous vocals 
(in Gaelic) and acoustic guitar before 
the band jumps in and ups the 
tempo. Both Sides The Tweed, a Dick 
Gaughan song, takes in the Scottish 
referendum and the 1707 Act of 
Union. There are some originals, 
too, which stand up well against the 
covers. A must-have for fans of trad/
pop folk.

JMC 

Jacques Offenbach
 Le Royaume de Neptune 

This new CD from the Deutsches 
Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, 
conducted by Howard Grif ths, is 
basically a walking (well, spinning) 
advert for classical music.

If you want to start listening to 
orchestral music but don’t know 
where to begin and feel intimidated, 
this is for you: you even know one 
of the sections — so good it’s in 
twice. It’s music for punters to come 
in and enjoy, not for serious men in 
beards smoking pipes to stroke their 
chins to. And if like classical music, 
it’s a joy.

The sleeve notes say Le Royaume 
de Neptune stems from Orphée 
Aux Enfers (“Orpheus In The 
Underworld”), Offenbach’s  rst 
international success. It was meant 
to be entertainment in its own right, 
but was also satire.

Orphée Aux Enfers was  rst 
performed as a two-act “opéra 
bouffon” in Paris in 1858. Offenbach 
had worked as musical director of 
the Comédie-Française in the early 
1850s and swore revenge for the 
boredom he suffered doing po-faced 
plays featuring mythical heroes and 
gods of Olympus.

The opera was a lampoon of 
the ancient legend of Orpheus and 
Eurydice. In this version Orpheus 
is not the son of Apollo but a 
rustic violin teacher. He is glad 
to be rid of his wife, Eurydice, 
when she is abducted by the god of 
the underworld. Orpheus has to be 
bullied by public opinion into trying 
to rescue Eurydice.

The conduct of the gods of 
Olympus was also seen as a satire 
of the court and government of 
Napoleon III. Offenbach, who 
needed cash to fund his lavish 
production, did what any self-
respecting artist does today when 
facing controversy: he milked it, to 
get more bums on seats. It was so 
successful he kept adding new bits.

It initially ran for 228 
performances, at a time when a run of 
100 nights was considered a success, 
closing only because the actors were 
knackered.

In 1874 Offenbach expanded the 

piece, doubling the length of the 
score and adding ballets illustrating 
the kingdom of Neptune; operetta-
research-center.org says this was 
basically an early version of 
Aquaman, just without Jason Momoa 
and Nicole Kidman.

As well as satire, it’s a lively 
and energetic piece and Offenbach 
cashed in by adding a cheeky dance 
— the can-can; indeed it’s THE can-
can music and it’s in twice. The 
nautical nature of the piece and the 
fact that the stage was supposed to be 
the sea (and was  ooded at least once 
during a show) meant the actresses 
could wear bathing costumes; we’re 
sure it was the satire on the Napoleon 
and not the bathing costumes and 
high-kicking dancers that brought in 
the crowds.

The show was performed more 
than a thousand times and, as with 
an successful show today, roped in 
cameos, including courtesan Cora 
Pearl “whose main qualities were 
not of a vocal nature,” comment the 
sleeve notes. The CD is a joy. Out 
now CPO 555301-2.
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Mãe da Lua 
Kalibé

Kalibé, say the sleeve notes, is an 
imaginary musical world where all 
cultures come together in harmony. 
The  rst song opens with “O universe 
in everyone” so it’s full-on hippy/
new age; this is an album calling 
for shared existence and being in 
harmony with nature, and it’s got a 
peaceful and organic sound.

Spanish musician Matteo 

Crugnola met Brazilian Mae da Lua 
while she was busking in Spain, with 
so many instruments she couldn’t 
carry them. While playing, she’d 
encourage passers-by to pick up 
an instrument and join in; as well 
being gentle, the album retains that 
homemade, DIY feel. It’s charming.

Opener Universe is perhaps the 
weakest song, just vocals and guitar. 
Track three Punu-Punu is similar but 
better, with a hypnotic quality; much 
of the album is hypnotic.

Indignawa, as its name suggests, 
incorporates gnawa — a style of 
Moroccan/African Islamic spiritual 
music — but then incorporates  ute 
and instrumentation that is less 
than common in gnawa. Elsewhere, 
Pocao Musistica reminded us of 
Buena Vista Social Club’s Chan; 
Aldeia has Australian leanings 
courtesy of what sounds like a 
didgeridoo but isn’t. Agua is bluesy, 
with added gypsy folk /  ddle. It’s 
all easy on the ear — lightweight is a 
little harsh, though — with Xamando 
the closest it gets to earthy.

The sound reminds us of French/
Spanish Latin Afrobeat musician 
Manu Chao, who is in uenced by 
music from punk to French chanson 
and from African music to the 
 amenco. Maybe a little gentle for 
the purist, but enjoyable. This is out 
on Naxos World, NXW76113-2.
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Biscuit Head and The 
Biscuit Badgers 
Thought Porridge

Perennial favourites at Rode Hall’s 
Just so Festival, the Biscuit Badgers 
are so endearingly eccentric in a 
very British way that they should 
be on postage stamps. The music 
is well crafted and arranged but 
fundamentally daft, with an array of 
instruments that could be serious but 
are intrinsically comical in the hands 

Off With Their Heads
Be Good

We’ve been enjoying this quality 
punky rock album but can see it’s more 
solid than inspired; solid in all senses, as 
this is not quiet. The vocals are similar 
to the beer-and-fags-infused sound of 
Craig Finn from The Hold Steady, and 
the sound is the melodic raucousness 
of bands like them or Gaslight Anthem, 
albeit punkier.

It opens with Disappear, initially 
vocals and gentle strummed guitar and 
it could go any way: Magnetic Fields 
thoughtful or sudden screamed metal. 
Instead it’s a noisy but warm and melodic 
sound, vocals and drums (new drummer 
Kyle Manning must have pleased his 
new band with this job of work) to the 
fore. The tempo is steady but the guitars 
are loud and singer Ryan Young’s vocals 
gradually get shoutier while staying 
melodic.

Track two, the title track, like many 
tracks, comes in with hardly a second’s 
pause. Young produced and clearly wants 
to keep the pressure up. Be Good sees 
Manning again more than earning his 
crust.

The lyrics are a bit Springsteen, and 
seem to be mainly about people in less-
than-ideal situations, with the realisation 
that life is short and they need to move 
on; Craig Finn seems to go more for 
people in problems of their own making 
but Young is more about the times when 
life just sucks. It’s a little unvarying but 
fans of bands like The Hold Steady or 
even Dillinger Escape Plan should give it 
a listen.

Gazel 
Gazel’s Book of Souls

If you’re going to give your album 
a title like this, it had better be good, 
particularly when it’s a concept album 
— Gazel, seeking the cause of a  re 
that destroyed her village, encounters 
a variety of “souls” who dwell in the 
collective unconscious; if it’s some 
nonsensical new age cobblers, people 
will just laugh, or not buy it in their 
droves. And it’s her debut, too. Talk 
about eggs in one basket.

Amazingly, she pulls it off. It’s 
possibly not going down as a classic 
(though we thought Snow Patrol’s Last 
Straw was merely average, and look 
how  nely judged that opinion was) 
but it’s enjoyable and, as an folk/indie 
record, could hit cult status.

It kicks off with The Forest, lots 
of eastern-sounding instrumentation and 
vocals to give the feel — quite 
successfully — of marching through a 
jungle towards a destination (possibly a 
burning village). Pointing At The Moon 
and its electronic opening tempers the 
eastern feel with an electronic beat but 
the vocals are standard western pop 
(with the nasally sound of Kim Wilde). 
Our benchmark for knockout debuts is 
Martin Grech’s Open Heart Zoo (2002); 
this is not that but it’s pretty good 
and multi-instrumentalist Gazel is far 
more Mike Old eld than a simple indie 
singer. 

The basic sound is an electronic beat 
with varying degrees of world folk, from 
Middle East to Ireland to Jamaica (kettle 
drums). And for all the wandering sage 
after wisdom, “mythological structures 
of the unconscious mind” and in uences 
of global music, it’s basically a clever 
pop album that’s nicely made and 
pleasant to listen to. There are several 
stand-outs, including the Pet Shop Boys 
in uenced You’re Not Funny, the folky 
Half Humming and the hypnotic title 
track. Well worth a listen, and a bit 
different.

JMC

of the Badgers; the lyrics are works
of genius. A child genius, maybe, but
genius nonetheless.

They are observations on life made
by someone who spends longer than
most of us observing life. Terrible And
Edible is about living in the land of
giant vegetables (“Who knew that the
celery is violent? / Peas are stealthy
and silent / Beans, well they are broad
and they will crush you.”

Model Railway re ects on model
railways and how everything is perfect
in their world, except “If a  y should
land there would be a fuss / It would
be the size of a hippopotamus”.

Then there are the scienti c songs.
Venus Fly Trap is not amusing in
any way, other than being a scienti c
description of the plant set to song.
Sample lyrics: “An insect attracted
to the trap / By nectar secreted /
Along the inside edge of the lobes…”
and who knew the lifespan of any
individual trap “is usually limited to
three closures.” The chorus — of
course — is “Venus  y trap / Venus
 y trap.” Then there is speculation on
who invented the tube, the bene ts of
sending a bison as a Valentine’s Day
gift and our favourite of all, Mournful
Colouring Book. We guess this would
go over the heads of most children but
it’s an inspired idea: faced with shelves
of adult colouring books meant to
relieve stress, Badgers imagine a dark
version “Colouring a crow pecking
at a dead nun/ A penguin with no
friends” or “A child in a hole / With
a burst balloon” (simply in a hole not
being enough) or a lawnmower killing
a well-loved pet. Obviously this book
comes with one felt pen, black.

Being realistic, this album is for
people who have seen the band live
or are going to see them live but
the world is better for it. Out on the
Crabophone label, Crab 04.

JMC


